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SUMMARY 

Background 

1. During the current peri 
inspections of the fuel channel 
bore of a graphite fuel brick a 
morphology to be detected a 
cracks were observed during the periodic shutdow 
particular significance as the full height morphology is 
a primary crack (which is a crack initiated at a radial keyway root late in life of the 
reactor and post stress reversal). In addition British Ener redict that when primary 
cracking occurs it should occur first at Hinkley Point B 4y0 

they are essentially surrounded by intact or singly cracked bricks. It was recognised 
that significant primary brick cracking was beyond the scope of the safety case. A 
cateaorv 2 safetv submission has been resented that reviews the safety case and 

reversal. This report presents my assessment of the Category 2-submission in support 
of ;durn to service of-t Hinkley Point B. 

Conclusions 

3. 1 judge that the full-height axial crack at 
From the available evidence it cannot be ascer 
The possibility of initiation from a keyway cannot be discounted 

4. Channel bore measurements and modelling support the view that the cracked 
brick is prestress reversal and therefore does not necessarily undermine the safety 
case. As the p  r  i  c  k  is prestress reversal I conclude that by definition the 
observed axial crac IS not a "primary" crack. 

5. 1 judge that core safety functionality is unlikely to be affected by the observed 
cracks and the frequency of such cracks (in uninspected channels) should not 
challenge the current safety case. 

6. A meeting was held with British Energy to commence consultation under LC 29(1) 
regarding inspection during the next period of operation in the event of a shutdown. 
conclude that the proposals agreed are adequate. 

Recommendations 

7. 1 support granting of consent for start-up of Hinkley Point B 
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